WeMaintain to provide lift maintenance at all
Workspace sites after striking
3-year deal
●

French PropTech start-up to deliver the Internet of things (IoT) across entire London portfolio with
locations from Chiswick to Camden and from Waterloo to Whitechapel

●

156 lifts across 56 Workspace locations to get WeMaintain smart maintenance

●

WeMaintain’s proprietary IoT solution provides live data to building managers, allowing them to respond
to and resolve issues quickly

LONDON, May 4 2021 — WeMaintain, a fast-growing PropTech company based in Paris and London, has signed
a three-year deal with Workspace for the provision of lift maintenance solutions to all its 56 sites across London.
Under the terms of the deal, which began on 1st April, WeMaintain will provide its solutions to Workspace
properties throughout their London portfolio. It will also install its proprietary Internet of Things technology, which
gives building owners and managers greater knowledge of the condition of their critical equipment and other
assets in real time.
Since its launch in Paris three years ago, WeMaintain has been radically transforming the regulated lift and
escalator maintenance market. It gives asset owners and operators an end-to-end solution for carrying out
critical maintenance operations, providing rich data through its proprietary technology. WeMaintain’s business
model has been praised by customers in Paris and London for giving asset owners access to real-time data not
previously available to them. This allows them to make needed adjustments and repair equipment before it
breaks down, thereby making their buildings more efficient and improving the occupant experience.
WeMaintain’s model sets it apart from other maintenance providers in that it gives engineers and those on the
ground autonomy and sophisticated technology, so they can work towards creating the best possible customer
experience. Importantly, engineers are incentivised to deliver on agreed customer KPIs, with performance
bonuses paid monthly. This makes sure that the standard of maintenance remains high. This
‘pay-for-performance’ model gives customers confidence that engineers working on their assets are striving
toward the same goals and ensures engagement for the duration of the contract.
Commenting on the agreement, Tom Harmsworth, UK Managing Director of WeMaintain, said:
“We’re delighted to be working with a company like Workspace and we look forward to bringing the highest
standards of lift maintenance to their 56 sites across the capital.
“Our IoT solution on these lifts will help Workspace better understand traffic flow through the buildings, where
money on upgrades can be better spent and to start to predict faults earlier.”
“Our team has extensive experience in the flexible commercial property sector, and we’re excited to make
Workspace’s sites in the capital more efficient, more sustainable, and more enjoyable for tenants and occupants.
“Workspace is a pioneer and its sector and we’re excited to introduce our pioneering technology and approach to
their sites.

“Once our IoT sensors are installed in Workspace lifts, we’ll be able to give site managers access to high-quality
real-time data not previously available to them, letting them know if there is deterioration of critical equipment
and reacting quickly to resolve any issues that might arise.
Andrew Watts, Head of Facilities Management at Workspace said:
“We’re excited at the prospect of working with WeMaintain and how their use of technology can enhance our
service delivery across our portfolio. In addition to improving day-to-day reliability, we’re also keen to see how
data can assist in meeting our carbon emission targets through condition-based maintenance and reducing
energy consumption.”
WeMaintain won the contract with Workspace following a tender process that started in December and concluded
in February, and signals WeMaintain’s increased activity in London and the UK.

Ends

About WeMaintain
Founded in late 2017 by Benoit Dupont, Jade Francine, and Tristan Foureur, WeMaintain is a French PropTech
startup that is radically transforming the regulated maintenance market. To do so, it offers building managers
and owners a solution that combines the technical skills of engineers with the agility and predictability of its
proprietary technology. It takes care of the invisible yet indispensable operations that are essential to a building.
WeMaintain puts quality back at the heart of the lift maintenance market, enabling managers to optimise their
assets and the experience offered to occupants. WeMaintain supports numerous clients in both the residential
and office property markets and has won major contracts such as the Allianz Real Estate portfolio in the Paris
region, all London DLR stations. Since its launch, the company has already raised €8.8M from Idinvest & Raise
Ventures. The WeMaintain team, based in Paris and London, currently comprises 72 people.
https://www.wemaintain.co.uk/

About Workspace Group PLC:
Established in 1987, and listed on the London Stock Exchange since 1993, Workspace owns and manages some
4 million sq. ft. of business space in London. We are home to London’s brightest businesses, including fast
growing and established brands across a wide range of sectors. Workspace is geared towards helping
businesses perform at their very best. We provide inspiring, flexible work spaces in dynamic London locations.
Workspace (WKP) is a FTSE 250 listed Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) and a member of the European Public
Real Estate Association (EPRA).
Workspace® is a registered trademark of Workspace Group Plc, London, UK.
For more information on Workspace, please visit www.workspace.co.uk

